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    Taishanglaojun neiguanjing or the Book of the inner version,by the Most High 
Lord Lao is such a daoism sutra that reflects the xin-xing thought from daoism angle 
of view, which in a sense stands for the daoists, facing the general trend of Chinese 
history of philosophy, taking part in theoretical explanation and ideaistic innovation 
on the base of their own cultural sources during the Sui and Tang Dynasties. Through 
careful research, he thinks that the out time of the Book of the inner version,by the 
Most High Lord Lao is during early Tang Dynasty (618-713), the author had an affair 
with the North Sect of Daoism, that is LouGuan Daoism, but was effected 
ideaistically by the South Sect of Daosim, that is ShangQing Daoism or the Way of 
Highest Clarity. Through the studies of the Book of the inner version,by the Most High 
Lord Lao 's thought origin and historical influence, he concludes that although 
compared with HaiKongJing (or the Most High, Unique Vehicle Scripture of 
Sea-Space, the Reservoir of Wisdom), ZuoWangLun (or the Treatise on the Arts of 
Sitting and Forgetting) and the like daoism sutras, maybe the Book of the inner 
version,by the Most High Lord Lao 's influence is not as huge and broad as he 
imagines, we could, by the study of the Book of the inner version,by the Most High 
Lord Lao 's thought origin and historical influence, get a clear social, historical and 
cultural version on what happened among the Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism, 
and we could get a vivid understanding of positive response from Daoists during the 
transitional time of Chinese philosophy. At the same time, he wants to give a 
demonstration that there are pluralistic directions to develop the thought of xin-xing 
among daoism thinkers. 
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    一者道也，今在人身何许？……一在天地外，入在天地间，但往来
。 
    二、“太上老君”考论 
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